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Welcome to the Hotel "Saint-Petersburg"
Guests of the Hotel Saint Petersburg have a great opportunity to live in the city centre with views of
the river and at the same time use your own room as a viewing platform overlooking the countryside
overlooking the panoramic Windows. The rooms of the hotel Saint Petersburg is 640
номеровampnbsp updated in accordance with modern requirements of the rooms focused on current
hospitality trends but retaining a unique style and traditions of the national culture. Free WI-FI which
is an integral part of life of each person is available throughout the hotel with the same signal quality.
The famous hotel is one of the most convenient locations of all hotels in Saint-Petersburg - in the
historical and business centre of the city. Within walking distance from the hotel there are two metro
stations and tourists with cars will appreciate the convenient access to hotel and Parking.ltpgt To stay
in Petersburg for hosting a business event is a great idea for a business. Hotel Saint Petersburg oﬀers
8 comfortable meeting rooms of diﬀerent sizes equipped with modern equipment and modular
transformable hall divisible by 2 and 4 sections. This hotel in the center of St. Petersburg gets added
value by support private events or business events with a view of the attractions of the Northern
Capital from the Windows of their restaurants and meeting rooms.MICE услугиampnbsp It features a
hour restaurant, Bering sails, the ropes, the wheel is ﬁlled with awesome feeling romantic cruise ship.
In the theater-restaurant Chaplin Hall, you can combine dinner with a cognitive view a theatrical
performance or a creative meeting with interesting people. Hotel Saint Petersburg is always in the
center of the holiday event located at the hotel Aurora famous concert hall accommodates up to 800
people - there are solo performances of artists of diﬀerent genre, and the festivals and gala concerts.
All information about upcoming events will gladly give you at the reception and will even accompany
the story of magazines and brochures to the emerging concepts. If you are a representative of
creative professions for the organization of personal exhibitions available 1700 sq. m. of which makes
this hotel one of the most sought after for exhibitions hotel in Saint-Petersburg such opportunities are
the organizers of both city and international level. Remove the Saint Petersburg hotel is convenient
and for people with disabilities at all for this provided. The necessary ramps are equipped restrooms
attentive and trained staﬀ all oﬀering special
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